NR 11 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – TOWER CRANES

WIE/1512301559 four tower cranes, height 277.2ft AMSL, erected at 012358.70N 1035321.50E (bearing 342.9 degrees, distance 2.8nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Tower cranes marked and lighted at night. (AIP Supplement 321/14 dated 1/10/14 is hereby superseded.)

NR 12 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – LUFFER CRANE

WIE/1512301559 between 1500-2200 on Monday to Friday and 0500 Saturday to 2200 Sunday one luffer crane, height 594ft AMSL, erected at 012205.68N 1035125.14E (bearing 285 degrees, distance 2.9nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Outside the stated timings, luffer crane will be lowered to height 492ft AMSL. Luffer crane marked and lighted at night. (AIP Supplement 366/14 dated 1/12/14 is hereby superseded.)

NR 13 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – LUFFER CRANE

WIE/1512311559 one luffer crane, height 726ft AMSL, erected at 011652N 1035058E (bearing 214 degrees, distance 5.5nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Luffer crane marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A2336/14 dated 26/11/14 is hereby superseded.)

NR 14 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – TOPLESS CRANES

WIE/1512311559 two topless cranes, height 277ft AMSL, erected at 011957.57N 1035521.89E (bearing 139 degrees, distance 1.8nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Topless cranes marked and lighted at night. (AIP Supplement 322/14 dated 1/10/14 is hereby superseded.)

NR 15 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – LUFFER CRANES

WIE/1512311559 two luffer cranes, height 892ft AMSL, erected at 011633.24N 1035036.49E (bearing 217 degrees, distance 6nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Luffer cranes marked and lighted at night. (AIP Supplement 323/14 dated 1/10/14 is hereby superseded.)